The contribution reports results from about four years of research about German word derivation. The aim of the project is twofold: to find out facts about word derivation, especially about the produc-
tivity of "open" derivation patterns, and to test the utility of the computer as a tool in linguistic research of this type, the latter being planned as a demonstration for German traditionally minded philologists rather than for the international linguistic community with ample computational experience, l)
In this paper, I will neither deal with formal aspects (formalisation) of the grammar used nor with programming, but only with linguistic and data-oriented aspects in the following order: ±erminology and linguistic notions; source of data; homography and derivation by "zero-affix"; derivation by affixation; further research.
1)The research was conducted at the Institut f~r Kommunikationsforschung und Phonetik der Unlversit~t Bonn. It was initiated by SCHNELLE and since 1965 supervised by UNGEHEUER. Programs and computational experience of the staff~ especially KRALLMANN~ were of incalculable value. The programs were run at the GroBdetenverarbeitungsanlage der Institute f~r Instrumentelle und f~r Angewandte Mathematik der Universit~t Bonn on IBM 7090/1410 machines. Progress reports of various stages of the research are to be found in SCHNELLE/KRANZHOFF (1955 a,b) , SCHNELLE (1966) , BUNTING (1966a,b) , (1969) .
Data processing calls for explicit notation, therefore the investigation is based on written German. The graphemio representation of language is henceforth called 2) n a t u r a 1 c o d e.
The code employed here differs somewhat from normal German because the available computer code was to be used directly: only capital letters are allowed -thus the graphematic distinction between nouns and non-nouns in German is eliminated, which is of little importance in dictionary work, German "Umlaute" ~,~,0 appear ~ as AE, OE, UE respectively, and "B" is written SS.
The explicit notation of grammatical statements about graphemic sequences, for example the classification of sequences as a noun or verb, is called the a r t i f i c i a 1 c o d e; it will he introduced in detail later.
Status of definitions
Two ways of defining language entities are employed.
L a n g u a g e u n i t is used as term for intuitively won entities which are obviously present in at least the German language but cannot without 
Certain aspects of simple and of derived words were investigated. They will be discussed after the data are introduced.
4)
The "+" denotes combination but not sequence in surface structure; parentheses denote possible presence of one or more morphemes. )Grammatical markers about gender and transitivity were copied but so far neither checked nor actually used. They appear in the artificial'code list but not in the data statistics.
6)The entries were sorted down to about 4000 by computer with the help of the grammatical markers; then mistakes, peculiar entries, unmarked dialectical words etc. were eliminated by hand. Reasons are given in BONTING (1969).
4. 
Future plans
There need be no discussion about the value of a computer for collecting and sorting empirical data. The approach of forming artificial words and then comparing them with a dictionary rather than collecting only dictionary material seems particularly suited for investigation of productive patterns of word formarion. Therefore, we are planning to continue by i. processing more and more derivation patterns 2. sharpening the description in terms of grammatical and semantic functions 3. adding kernels; for example• the class of nonwordable (bound) kernels llke GESS from VERGESSEN or SCHMITZ from VERSCHMITZT derserves attention.
R e f e r e n c e s Table   3 example of final output 
D--~TT~T~TYT----
ROET UNG --H .... PE-Y---Y- RUEHR UNG --K---QB---YY-Y-- RUEST UNG --
YY-~Y-W[IT

Y--Y--
